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the first thing i noticed about pikmin 2 is that it is very similar to pikmin. there are three types of
pikmin: red, yellow, and blue. they can be found in groups of three in the wild. each of the types

has a different strength: red pikmin are the strongest, yellow pikmin are the fastest, and blue
pikmin are the smartest. red pikmin are the most resistant to fire, yellow pikmin are the fastest,
and blue pikmin are the smartest. if an enemy's weakness is the same as the pikmin's strength,
the pikmin will attack. the game is fairly simple, but challenging. the goal of the game is to get
as many parts as possible. the player can collect parts by eating them, collecting them from the
ground, or fishing them out of the water, among other methods. the player can add parts to his
ship at the pikmin headquarters, or leave the parts on an impact site in order to collect them

later. in order to find new parts, the player must explore the environments, and navigate through
them using the pikmin. the environments can be stacked on top of one another, and some parts

can only be found on certain levels, such as the parts for the gulliver. the pikmin 2 has two
modes of play. the first is the story mode. the player can choose from one of three characters,
olimar, kapp'n, or pigma. each character has a unique set of parts. olimar has a main engine, a

small tail fin, and two cannons. kapp'n has a main engine, two cannons, a wing, and a jaw. pigma
has a jaw, a hole in the back of his head, and a pair of cannons. these parts are the only ones

available to the player at the beginning of the game. the story mode is very linear, but it is
enjoyable nonetheless. the second mode of play is the free play mode. this is where the player
can choose any of the three characters available in the story mode, and play through the game

as they see fit.
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The game begins in the underground location of the Puffstool, which is the home of the brain that
controls the Bulborbs. The brain has hundreds of them, and every Bulborb that has been crossed by

the firebomb is unconscious and unable to move. A Bulborb reacts by attacking Olimar and his
Pikmin. The Puffstool brain is jolted out of its stupor by its own attack and begins to run amuck,

causing the Puffstool's tentacles to attack every Bulborb near the Puffstool's brain. The Puffstool, for
some reason, seems to have the ability to see itself in the dark, like a light, and it seems to be able
to reach up and pull up floating crates from the dark and fill them with Bulborbs. Eventually, Olimar
manages to find the main control room of the Puffstool, where he confronts its brain. He manages to
defeat it with a bomb and the rest of the Puffstool's tentacles are disabled. Olimar then does battle
with the brain, hitting it hard enough that it stops moving and seals the room. Yellow Pikmin ( イエロー

ピコ太郎) are the first type of Pikmin encountered by Olimar, at the Crash Site. They are most like Pichus
in their way of attack, and hold mainly ranged attacks to avoid getting caught up in the melee. They
are the second-strongest class of Pikmin in the game, slightly stronger than Red Pikmin, but can be
defeated by the strongest attacks. Yellow Pikmin can be distinguished from other Pikmin by their
inverted "V" shape at their snout and eyes and the color of their eyes. Despite being called Yellow

Pikmin, they do not usually look yellow; their color is actually a light turquoise. 5ec8ef588b
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